Visited by God: The Story of Michael Harpers 48 Year-Long Ministry

The first edition of this account of a churchman of major influence in the twentieth and
twenty-first century was greeted by a fanfare of tributes from churchman of major Christian
denominations whose lives and work Father Michael Harper had touched. The former
Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Rowan Williams, writes that I remember Michael most of all as
a personal friend of years. He was a man who witnessed in the most direct and convincing way
to the great truths that hold all believers together. This capacity to bring the scattered
denominations together was manifest in Michael Harpers ability to cross boundaries in his
early career when he championed the nascent Pentecostal movement, first in the Anglican
Church, then world-wide. As editor of Renewal, he brought sanity and sobriety to what was a
truly New Testament re-discovery of the still-available gifts of the Spirit; through his work at
the Fountain Trust and later as Chairman of SOMA he was immensely influential in the field
of Christian mission. Charles Whitehead, Chairman of Catholic Charismatic Renewal writes
of Michaels enduring influence on Renewal and ecumenism in every part of the world-wide
Church. His capacity to span what might have appeared to be great gulfs was illustrated by his
late journey from being a life-long Anglican minister to being a priest of the Orthodox Church
and founding Dean of the British Antiochian Orthodox community. He kept old friends and
found new ones: the distinguished Orthodox Bishop Metropolitan Kallistos Ware writes that
the book brought to my mind moving memories of a dear friend . . . it is a most attractive and
vivid account of Father Michaels many-sided ministry. The senior Orthodox hierarch in Great
Britain, Archbishop Gregorios of Thyateira and Great Britain, congratulated Father Michaels
devoted and self-effacing wife and biographer on chronicling in an extraordinarily detailed
way your late husbands involvement with the Charismatic Movement . . . You have created a
lasting historic record of these activities and of the many people throughout the world
associated with them. This book, written with first-hand knowledge and love, but also with
honesty and a warts and all approach, is a major contribution to the history of one of the most
formative periods of the world-wide Church. But it serves most to demonstrate that return to
the early Church and its ways of thinking and believing was not just an exercise in nostalgia
but an essential re-vitalizing: as much a challenge to the thought-patterns of the twentieth-first
century as when the Gospel was first proclaimed.
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